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Abstract
The aim of this paper was to model and simulate Molten Salt Reactor (MSR) specific phenomena, to analyze
them on an example of two different MSR designs, and to assess the accuracy of different codes.
Although inherent safety features and interesting nuclear properties of MSRs present a number of poten-
tial benefits for the field of nuclear energy production, there is an evident lack of experimental data, proven
prototypes, and materials being able to withstand extreme conditions. In order to pave the way for MSRs a
considerable amount of modeling and engineering work must be done. There are only few numerical tools which
are capable of simulating the complex behavior of such reactors properly. One of these codes, Moltres, is an
application of MOOSE, a C++ based multiphysics simulation environment, and was utilized extensively in this
project along with a Monte Carlo code called Serpent.
The Serpent code was used to generate group constants for the multigroup diffusion equation solver em-
bedded in Moltres, which is coupled with delayed neutron precursor (DNP) and thermal hydraulics equations.
Simplified models of the Oak Ridge Nuclear Laboratory’s Molten Salt Reactor Experiment (MSRE) and of
Seaborg Technologies’ Compact Molten Salt Reactor (CMSR) were created in the Serpent and in Gmsh soft-
ware which was used to generate a mesh file for Moltres. Moltres simulations took advantage of a symmetry
in the two dimensional geometrical models and included only the nuclear reactor core and the effect of heat
removal in the primary heat exchangers. Phenomena such as DNP transport with the moving fuel and cross
section change with the temperature were duly accounted for.
Results for the MSRE case were compared to the original design calculations and a good qualitative and
decent quantitative agreement was found. Some propositions to be included in Seaborg Technologies’ reactor
design were produced. Two transients, Unprotected Loss Of Flow and Unprotected Loss Of Heat Sink, were
looked into. The Moltres code proved to be a valuable tool to simulate MSRs. However, many uncertainties
in the input data and numerous model simplifications caused the results to be only preliminary and requiring
more refinement.
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Acronyms
ACE A Compact ENDF
BOL Beginning Of Life
CANDU CANadian Deuterium Uranium Reactor
CMSR Compact Molten Salt Reactor
DNP Delayed Neutron Precursor
ENDF Evaluated Nuclear Data File
FP Fission Product
GIF Generation IV International Forum
IAEA International Atomic Energy Agency
JEFF Joint Evaluated Fission and Fusion File
LWR Light Water Reactor
M&S Modeling and Simulation
MCNP Monte Carlo Neutron and Photon transport code
MOOSE Multiphysics Object-Oriented Simulation Environment
MPI Message Passing Interface
MSR Molten Salt Reactor
MSRE Molten Salt Reactor Experiment
NEA Nuclear Energy Agency
NPP Nuclear Power Plant
OECD Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
OMP Open Multi-Processing
ORNL Oak Ridge National Laboratory
PDE Partial Differential Equation
PFDD Preliminary Facility Design Description
PJFNK Preconditioned Jacobian-Free Newton Krylov
PWR Pressurized Water Reactor
RSICC Radiation Safety Information Computational Centre at ORNL
SMP Single Matrix Preconditioning
SMR Small Modular Reactor
TH Thermal Hydraulics
TSL Thermal Scattering Law
ULOF Unprotected Loss Of Flow
ULOHS Unprotected Loss Of Heat Sink
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Symbols
u arbitrary variable
φ shape function
Ω integration domain
k multiplication factor
ρ reactivity
vg neutron speed in group g
φg flux of neutrons in group g
t time
Dg neutron diffusion coefficient in group g
Σrg macroscopic cross section for removal of neutrons from group g
Σsg′→g macroscopic cross section of scattering from group g’ to g
χpg prompt fission spectrum of neutrons in group g
G number of energy groups
β(eff) (effective) delayed neutron fraction
νg′ number of neutrons produced per fission in group g’
Σfg′ macroscopic cross section for fission due to neutrons in group g’
χdg delayed fission spectrum of neutrons in group g
I number of DNP groups
λi decay constant of DNP in precursor group i
Ci DNP concentration in precursor group i
βi delayed neutron fraction in precursor group i
z the axial coordinate
vf fuel salt flow speed
ρf density of the fuel salt
cp,f specific heat capacity of the fuel salt
Tf temperature of the fuel salt
−→vf velocity of the fuel salt
kf thermal conductivity of the fuel salt
Qf source term in the fuel
f,g average energy produced per fission event in group g
ρm density of the moderator
cp,m specific heat capacity of the moderator
Tm temperature of the moderator
km thermal conductivity of the moderator
Qm source term in the moderator
Vcore core volume
γ gamma heating fraction or function
Γ gamma heating fraction (a user defined parameter)
r radial coordinate in Moltres
R core radius
H core height
∆T temperature difference between the core outlet and the inlet
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1 Introduction
In light of an increased global concern over the negative effects of climate change, there is a prioritized need
for producing clean and affordable energy. The world’s energy industry requires more nuclear power plants
(NPPs) to be connected to the grid. Newly-designed nuclear reactors must go through a licensing process so
as to be permitted to operate. Nevertheless, in order to obtain a license, a reactor design must be shown to be
safe. Commercializing novel concepts is difficult due to a lack of experiments verifying the design, which is why
accurate modeling and simulation (M&S) of the reactor behavior is of utmost importance.
1.1 Motivation
Presently, the vast majority of software that is used for modeling and simulation (M&S) in the nuclear
industry is based on decoupling thermal hydraulics (TH) and neutronics. In contrast to Pressurized Water
Reactors (PWRs), molten salt reactors cannot be treated in the same way, since combining the coolant with the
fuel in a molten salt results in many physical phenomena happening within a similar time scale. Consequently,
such phenomena must be analyzed altogether. For instance, delayed neutron precursors travel along with the
salt flow, therefore three dimensional TH effects must be simulated at the same time as neutron transport.
Creating, developing, and using numerical solvers that are capable of such coupling is therefore essential.
1.2 Project description
An investigation and application of one such code, namely Moltres [1] developed at the University of Illinois,
was the focus of an internship at Seaborg Technologies in Copenhagen, Denmark. Moltres is a new and untested
MSR computer code which is still under very active development and is an interesting tool to study. A project
which this master thesis is focused upon was divided in two parts.
First, a geometrical and physical model of the Molten Salt Reactor Experiment was created in Serpent and
Moltres. Then, simulation results were compared with those published in a recent article by a team from the
University of Illinois [1].
Second, preliminarily validated Moltres was applied to Seaborg Technologies’ Compact Molten Salt Reactor
design and its first multiphysics simulation was carried out in order to find a steady state solution of the reactor
parameters during operation. Additionally, two accident transients were simulated.
The objective of the project was to assess Moltres’ ability to properly simulate response to different scenarios
and behavior of various kinds of MSRs.
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2 Molten Salt Reactors
At the beginning of the nuclear era scientists and engineers devised a plethora of reactor designs that
were investigated in depth, resulting in a majority being built and tested. Increasing thermal efficiency and
decreasing fission product release probability were of particular importance. An idea for using fuel and coolant
materials which are excellent heat conductors and could contain fission products, as is the case with molten
fluoride salts, was very promising. A high thermal efficiency (up to 44%) [2] combined with an incomparably
low primary pressure (3.5 bar core vessel design pressure [3] vs. 155 bar in Westinghouse’s PWR [4]) and
the possibility of using any fissionable material that is cheaper at the moment makes MSRs economically
advantageous. Furthermore, their inherent safety characteristics and fuel nature contribute to the reactor’s
benefits in many areas, including non-proliferation resistance.
2.1 Birth of a concept
Molten salt reactors were considered in the late 1940s when the US launched a program to develop a nuclear
powered aircraft [2]. The first experiments on molten salt fuels commenced in 1947 and three years later fluoride
salts were selected as the main candidate. These chemical compounds offer high uranium solubility, insensitivity
to radiation, high chemical stability and low reactivity, low vapor pressure, and good heat transfer properties.
The Aircraft Reactor Experiment (ARE) was the first MSR to be built, and was the final result of the
Aircraft Nuclear Propulsion program at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) in Oak Ridge, Tennessee
[2]. For the first time in history, the nuclear stability of circulating molten salt fuel was proven. The mixture
was composed of NaF, ZrF4, and UF4 and was moderated by BeO, while the piping was made of an Inconel
alloy. Notably, in 1954 the ARE operated continuously for nine days reaching 2.5 MW of thermal power and
outlet temperature of 860◦C. The experiment was discontinued in 1957, but the potential for MSRs to generate
electricity at low costs encouraged ORNL to continue work on this reactor type.
Since the ARE was not a commercial nuclear power plant, another experiment had to be carried out to
investigate the feasibility of using the MSR technology for power production. Over some consecutive years a
study was conducted to find the most feasible MSR design for civilian power production. It was found that a
graphite moderated thorium fueled MSR would be the most desirable [2]. The Molten Salt Reactor Experiment
was thus initiated in 1960, paving the way for the molten salt reactors to be considered a feasible and effective
design. The MSRE is discussed in detail in section 2.3.
In 1968, ORNL scientists began work on a scaled-up design of the MSRE that would reach more than
1000 MWe. The Molten Salt Breeder Reactor’s core is composed of two parts, a bare graphite moderator and
a blanket made only of the salt resulting in a breeding ratio around 1.05. Such a design yielded good fuel
usage and coverage for the need of producing more fuel from fertile isotopes, and cost of producing electricity
was believed to be the lowest among all the MSR designs considered. According to the MSR program light
water breeder reactors were supposed to be introduced in 1976 and molten salt breeders in 1982. Yet in 2019
there exist only three breeder reactors, only two of which are producing electricity and are located in Russia
[5]. MSR technology development stopped a few decades ago. There are fewer nuclear power plants than had
been forecast by the experts and uranium resources have not depleted either. However, MSRs were chosen as
one of six most promising designs to be developed in the 21st century within the scope of the Generation IV
International Forum [6].
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2.2 MSR description
The family of thermal spectrum molten salt reactors consists of two generic designs:
• a fuel salt is melted and circulates inside tubes spatially separated from the moderator which is typically
made of a material with a low atomic number (ex. graphite),
• fuel and moderator are both molten salts and are mixed homogeneously.
The latter was rejected early because of limited moderation which in turn results in low breeding ratios [2]. It
would be possible to design a fast MSR but in order to do that very high power density is required to avoid
using high quantities of fuel. Great power density goes hand in hand with more stringent material requirements,
which were not able to be fulfilled almost 70 years ago.
One characteristic feature of MSRs is that consequences of a nuclear accident are lessened to the greatest
extent possible. Low source term (fission product (FP) release) and low dispersion (due to retention of some
FPs) make these reactors safe. There is a shift from traditional safety by engineering, which is expensive, to
safety by physics and chemistry. Radiological impact of molten fluoride salts is lowered when compared to
conventional nuclear fuels because such salts retain fission products and actinides at very high temperatures.
Uranium, thorium, and plutonium fluorides’ solubility increases with temperature [7]. What is more, designated
off-gas systems collect gaseous fission products which can thus be separated from the fuel. Some FPs are removed
continuously from the core, while the others form stable compounds, ex. iodine [2].
The fuel is already in a liquid state so no core meltdown is anticipated. On the other hand, its boiling must
be prevented. Nevertheless, since molten salts usually present high specific heat capacities and heat transfer
throughout their volume is effective, loss of active cooling accidents are not of the same duration and nature in
comparison with PWRs. MSRs are capable of being passively cooled by natural circulation; other engineered
safety features are also available. Moreover, molten salt reactors stabilize themselves even without the use
of control rods or chemical shim due to their negative feedback coefficients [8]. High melting temperature of
structural materials of the vessel also plays an important role in preventing an accident [9]. In addition, the
ability to move the fuel to an especially designed drain tank where it is easy to cool the fuel is a great benefit.
There are pros and cons to MSRs. Most of them stem from the use of a molten salt as a heat transfer
medium. To begin with, the paramount advantages are easy reactor control, fuel preparation, and the potential
to process the salt online. On the other end of the spectrum, it is complex to maintain integrity of the radioactive
plumbing and there is also a need to increase the fuel inventory since it circulates outside the core. All that is
factored in the design of MSRs.
Plenty of fuel salt candidates have been considered but only a few were viewed as worth a try. Due to
fluorides’ relatively facile processability and existing industry they became the focus of the studies. F, Be, and
7Li have low neutron absorption microscopic cross sections, so the neutrons are captured mainly by the fuel
nuclei in the salt mixture. Beryllium fluoride is said to lower the melting and liquidus temperatures and lithium
fluoride gives the fluid good thermophysical properties [7]. Furthermore, these salts are resistant to radiation.
Additionally, low pressure in the primary system is desired for MSRs, which is why only salts with a low vapor
pressure are taken into account.
Another group of salts that has been considered is chlorides based on 37Cl but it turned out that they work
best in fast neutron spectrum [10]. The low thermal neutron absorption cross section of fluorine makes fuels
based on fluorine a better choice for thermal reactors.
When it comes to inherent safety of MSRs, the fuel salts are characterized by negative temperature coeffi-
cients. An increase in temperature causes the salt to expand, which in turn reduces its density and therefore
reactivity, because there is less fissile material in the same volume. According to ref. [8], the MSRE had a fuel
reactivity coefficient equal to -8.8 ± 4.2 pcm/K and a total one equal to -13.1 ± 0.4 pcm/K while, for instance,
for the UK EPR the Doppler (i.e. fuel) coefficient is -4.03 to -1.98 pcm/K [11].
Due to the fact that only a fraction of salt is in the core region at a time (circulating fuel), a considerable part
of delayed neutrons from the long-lived precursors is emitted outside the core, therefore they do not participate
in fission reactions. DNP densities vary along the height of the core and depend heavily on its geometry and the
flow velocity. Furthermore, also the temperature coefficients described above depend on a geometrical layout of
the reactor core.
Since the MSRs are characterized by low pressure systems, containment design can be far simpler and cheaper
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than the ones used nowadays. There is no need for double walls, a huge building which can accommodate
gas release at considerable pressure, or extra safety systems mitigating accidents. This translates into better
economics of civil engineering.
Fuel cost differs from the conventional nuclear fuel as well. No fuel elements have to be fabricated and
inspected. Exceptional radiation stability of salts enables high burnup. It is also easier to handle liquids. The
fuel salt can be reprocessed continuously in a side stream for removal of fission products, and new fissionable
material can be added while the reactor is in operation [3].
On the other hand, there are some factors that increase the cost of the MSR technology. For instance, the
whole piping system of the reactor must be preheated and kept at very high temperatures in order for the salt
to remain in liquid state during operation. If a chosen energy conversion system utilizes water as a means of
energy transfer to a turbine, there must be an intermediate circuit separating the fuel salt and the water which
must not come in contact primarily due to corrosive hydrogen fluoride generation [7] and the resulting steam
explosion.
2.3 Molten Salt Reactor Experiment
The MSRE was built at the ORNL site in 1964 and was operated until 1969. The reactor core measured
around 137 cm in diameter and 163 cm in height, which translates into high neutron leakage. The power reached
about 8 MWth and the heat was dumped to the atmosphere (no electricity production). Sizable molten salt
pumps were used, which is why the average fuel temperature difference between the inlet and the outlet of the
core is not more than 30 K. The system’s base pressure was 0.34 bar at a free surface in the pump bowl [7].
All rooms housing the primary circuit operate at subatmospheric pressures to assure that there is no leakage
outwards and that the leakage rate can be continuously accounted for.
Figure 2.1: Assembly of graphite bars into the MSRE’s core [3]
The fuel salt is injected into the top of the reactor vessel at 908 K and 1.4 bar [7]. It is distributed evenly
around the perimeter of the vessel and flows turbulently downwards through a spiral downcomer separating
the vessel and the core’s cylindrical walls, cooling the reactor vessel by approx. 3 degrees. 48 antiswirl vanes
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mounted at the bottom vessel head make the flow laminar and direct it upwards into the core. Fission events
occur in the fuel when the salt flows through 1 cm by 3 cm channels that are formed by grooves in the sides of
the graphite bars (cf. Fig. 2.2). These dimensions were chosen to provide a passage that would not be blocked
by small graphite pieces that might get scraped off during operation and to obtain a close to optimum ratio of
fuel to graphite in the core. A flat shape was selected as being better than a circular one in reducing radial
temperature gradients. There are roughly 1140 passages in this arrangement [3]. The fuel flows laminarly with
a speed of 75.7 l/s (which gives 0.217 m/s) and exits the vessel through the upper head with a pressure of 0.48
bar. The average temperature increase across the reactor is 27.8 K. In total there are 1.9 m3 of the fuel salt in
circulation, which gives a circuit time of 25 s.
Figure 2.2: The MSRE control rod arrangement and a typical fuel channel [7]
At 8 MWth nominal power heat is dissipated in three components: 80% in the core, 6% is generated in the
graphite (through gamma and beta radiation and elastic scattering of fast neutrons), and the remainder in the
fuel outside the core volume (due to the DNP drift). This indicates that the average power density in the core
is 14 kW/l, with the peak reaching 31 kW/l [7]. The graphite’s average temperature is around 953 K and the
maximum 978 K. The fuel outlet temperature in the hottest channel was measured to reach 955 K.
The fuel salt of the reactor was a mixture of fluorides a657LiF-29.1BeF3-5ZrF4-0.9UF4 [7]. Properties of
the salt are shown in Table 2.1. For the initial operation approximately 12 tons of fuel, coolant, and flush salt
mixtures were needed. The two latter components are chemically identical and are commonly known as FLiBe
(66LiF-34BeF2). The flush salt is needed to clean up the circulating system before the fuel is added and after
the fuel is drained in order to dispose of any unwanted residuals.
Density 2.3 g/cm3
Specific heat 2.0 · 103 J/(kg · K)
Thermal conductivity 5.5 W/(m · K)
Dynamic viscosity 8.06 · 10−3 kg/(m · s)
Vapor pressure 10−4 bar
Liquidus temperature 722 K
Table 2.1: Properties of the MSRE fuel salt at 922 K [7], [3]
The core contains 0.57 m3 of the fuel (233 kg of uranium [7]) enriched to approximately 30% and 2 m3 of
graphite, which yields the volume fraction of fuel of 0.225. The latter is a moderator and touches the fuel salt,
but there is no wetting due to the small size of pores in the medium [2]. 513 graphite bars or stringers are
made of a square base of around 5 cm×5 cm and are as tall as the core. There were grooves letting the fuel
salt flow between the bars. The structural material of the vessel was made of Hastelloy-N which was developed
especially for the aircraft program and behaves sufficiently well under reactor conditions. All the salt containing
pipes and equipment were made of this high-nickel and molybdenum alloy, also known as INOR-8. The reactor
vessel was a 152.4 cm diameter by 244 cm high tank containing the core [3]. Three control rods were hollow
cylinders made of (Gd,Al)2O3 and covered with Inconel, threaded on a stainless steel conduit. A choice of
amole percent
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gadolinium oxide over boron carbide was dictated by its higher control rod worth and the desirable absence of
helium bubble production in the rods.
An engineering feature worth noting is the complete lack of mechanical valves in the primary circuit. The
flow is blocked, when necessary, by plugs of frozen salt in twelve [3] chosen sections of the piping. The freeze
valves are short flattened pipes where the salt freezes or thaws. Such a control means is achieved by using
a set of electrical heaters and cooling instruments (95% N2, 5% O2 gas is used). Phase change time for the
freeze valve takes up to 30 minutes, with one drawback being the inability of modulating the flow. In the
event of loss of cooling of the freeze plugs the salt is drained into the safety drain tanks by gravity where it
cools down and freezes in an optimized geometry on its own (unmoderated fuel is subcritical due to too low a
concentration of uranium). The fuel salt drain tanks are equipped with a boiling water heat removal system of
100 kW capacity. The drain tanks are also considered storage tanks when the reactor is not operating, with a
possibility of pumping the salt out by pressurized helium gas.
The first criticality with fuel enriched to 33% of 235U was achieved on 1st of June 1965 [8]. In the first phase
of the experiment, the reactor ran at full power for six months in 1968, delivering valuable results. The salt
was operated at an average temperature of 650◦C for an extended period of time and no sign of corrosion was
observed. No leakage occurred and it can be concluded that the radioactive containment was fully achieved.
Another phase of the test started immediately and concentrated on utilizing 233U that was added to the
fuel mixture after stripping the remaining 0.9 mole-% of uranium in the fuel in a dedicated on-site fluorination
processing facility. On October 2, 1968 the first nuclear reactor in the world sustained a chain reaction using
the light isotope of uranium.
During normal operation the reactor is self-regulating due to high negative temperature coefficients of both
the fuel and the moderator of the order of -8.8 and -6.6 pcm/K [12], respectively. However, the system’s
response to temperature changes is quite slow because of low power density in the core, a low heat transfer rate
between fuel and the moderator, and a low heat production in graphite. To regulate the reactor’s power or fuel
temperature, the three control rods are used; each of them having fundamentally the same worth. At power
levels below 1 MW, the fission rate in the reactor is controlled, and at higher powers the core outlet temperature
is the focus of control.
The MSRE was built to prove the commercial feasibility of molten salt reactors. No unexpected events
took place and various substantial pieces of information were obtained from the the experiment, preparing
the ground for future reactors. Even though the experiment’s results were fully satisfying and promising, the
project came to a halt due to a lack of funding, more technologically mature solid fuel LWR technology that
was already popular and widely used [13], and many others... Nonetheless, the MSRE remains the best source
of experimental MSR data, which inspires projects like this thesis.
2.4 Compact Molten Salt Reactor
Seaborg Technologies is in the process of designing a small modular molten salt reactor [14] called the
Compact Molten Salt Reactor. It is a 250 MWth liquid fueled MSR that can deliver up to 100 MWe, as well as
high temperature industrial heat for purposes other than pure electricity production.
The reactor exploits a liquid fluoride molten salt fuel and a liquid molten hydroxide moderator. The salt
composition is 50.5NaF-21.5KF-28UF4 (so-called FUNaK) and contains dissolved uranium, which is enriched
with 235U to around 6%. The fuel circulates in four loops on the primary side, propelled by four molten salt
pumps, and the heat coming from fission reactions is removed in heat exchangers creating a link between the
primary and the secondary circuits.
Since the moderator is made of sodium hydroxide, relatively high concentration of hydrogen lets the reactor
core be significantly compact. On the other hand, corrosion control and material irradiation are potential
future challenges that need to be dealt with carefully. A risk mitigation means that was proposed by Seaborg
Technologies is to replace the nuclear module after ten years of operation, which is almost 50% longer than the
presently postulated lifetime of graphite moderated MSRs [14].
The melting point of the FUNaK salt is 763 K [15]. Therefore, for safety reasons, the CMSR core inlet
temperature is 873 K. The average outlet temperature is 973 K. The fuel mass flow in the primary circuit equals
1800 kg/s in order to evacuate 250 MWth of power.
The cylindrical reactor pressure vessel measures 10.15 m in length and 2.36 m in diameter. The core is
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(a) The CMSR’s core (b) The nuclear module
Figure 2.3: A scheme of the core and a full CMSR nuclear module [14]
situated at the bottom of the nuclear module. Its height is 2 m and the active core radius is 1.044 m. The fuel
salt flows from the outlet of the primary pumps downwards through a downcomer. At the bottom of the vessel
there is a plenum collecting the fluid and the salt is directed upwards into the core. The fuel heats up due to
fission and leaves the core at the top outlet, after having reached an average temperature 100 K higher than at
the inlet. The fuel is then collected and distributed to the heat exchangers.
The reactor core contains 235 cylindrical fuel channels put in a hexagonal pattern. There are nine hollow
positions designated for control and shutdown rods. The CMSR’s moderator material is an efficient neutron
reflector. It was therefore decided to extend the moderator by 56 mm around the fuel tubes in order to let the
additional material act as a reflector.
There are a number of inherent reactor safety characteristics of the CMSR:
• High fuel boiling point - no need for pressurization of the primary system, which in turn reduces the
material requirements;
• large margin to boiling - in case of a severe accident there would be a considerable time delay before the
fuel reaches dangerous temperatures;
• fuel mobility - easily alterable geometry and a possibility of passive cooling;
• online fission product removal - lower activity and residual heat;
• no risk of production of high amounts of explosive gases - no water or zirconium in the core, therefore no
risk of hydrogen production and mixing with oxygen;
• negative temperature coefficients of reactivity (-3 pcm/K for the fuel and -3 pcm/K for the moderator [14])
- heating and thermal expansion of the fuel salt reduces the fissile nuclei density, the Doppler feedback
coefficient is negative, and the moderator coefficients also imply negative feedback effects, which tends to
stabilize the reactor’s response to transients;
• radioactive material retention - the fuel salt’s chemistry causes the fission products to remain in the fuel;
additionally an off-gas system for reduction of gas residuals is being designed.
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3 Software and numerical methods
3.1 Serpent
Serpent [16] is a 3D continuous energy Monte Carlo particle transport code developed at VTT Research
Center of Finland. It is used for reactor physics calculations (including criticality and fuel cycle studies), vali-
dation of deterministic transport codes, multiphysics simulations when coupled with other codes, and radiation
dose rate calculations. It has been extensively validated against MCNP [17]. Continuous energy cross sections
are read by Serpent from ACE format data libraries, such as ENDF/B-VII [18] or JEFF-3.3 [19]. Interaction
physics are based on non-relativistic collision kinematics, ENDF reaction laws and probability table sampling
[20]. The code comes with a built-in Doppler broadening preprocessor which broadens resonances of ACE
cross sections depending on temperature to model neutron physics accurately. Neutron thermal scattering cross
section data, or TSL files, are also used to adjust the cross sections according to the temperature, taking into
account energy-angle distributions in the S(α, β) format, to model interactions of thermal neutrons with a target
material better.
Computation parallelization techniques for usage in computer clusters are supported by Serpent. At a
computer core level it is handled by a thread based OpenMP interface which lets all cores within the computa-
tional node access the same memory space. Another possibility is to divide calculations into several nodes by
distributed memory MPI. OMP was used for the simulations for this project, having proven to be faster.
Most importantly for this thesis, Serpent can use spatial homogenization to produce group constants such
as few-group reaction cross sections, scattering matrices, transport cross sections and diffusion coefficients,
and effective delayed neutron fractions. These act as an input for the multiphysics simulations in Moltres. The
homogenization can be performed in an infinite spectrum (chosen in the model used in the project for simplicity)
or using a leakage correction based on a deterministic solution of B1 equations.
3.2 MOOSE
The Multiphysics Object-Oriented Simulation Environment (MOOSE) [21] finite element modeling frame-
work has been used for most of the M&S carried out during the project. This open source multiphysics tool
is based on the C++ programming language. It relies on the LibMesh [22] open source finite element library,
and PetSc [23], a Berkeley Software Distribution (BSD) licensed toolkit for solving nonlinear partial differential
equations (PDEs) numerically. Together these tools translate weak PDE forms defined by applications writ-
ten over MOOSE into residuala and Jacobian functions. A Message Passing Interface is deployed for parallel
communication which enables massive cluster computing.
In MOOSE, governing equations of a specific system are called kernels and can be added to the model from
premade scripts. Should one prefer to create their own kernel, there is no constraint to do so. The kernel
is implemented as a C++ class which contains methods for computing residual and Jacobian contributions
corresponding to specific pieces of physical equations. Boundary conditions are specified in a similar manner.
In the MOOSE environment all equations take a so-called strong and weak form. The first one is the form
which would normally be recorded, with the exception that all the components are put on the left hand side
and as a result equated to zero. For example, a Laplacian operator working on an arbitrary variable u in the
strong form goes as ∇ · ∇u.
aa residual is the error in a result and a measure of deviation of the approximation from the exact solution, ex. for exact
f(x) = b, given an approximation x0 of x, the residual is b− f(x0) [24]
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The weak (or integral) form is created by multiplying the whole equation by a test function φ and integrating
it over an integration domain Ω; therefore the Laplacian becomes
∫
Ω
∇u · ∇φ. This form produces a weighted
residual matrix of coefficients used for solving the problems modeled in the code in a flexible way. A Jacobian
is the derivative of a residual and is also essential for calculations. Since a variable can be expanded in the
numerical application into a sum of products of some coefficients and basis or shape functions (which can be
the same as test functions if the Galerkin finite element method is utilized [25]) as u ≈ ∑ujφj , it entails
that ∂u∂uj = φj . As a result, the Jacobian of the Laplacian is
∂
∂uj
∫
Ω
∇u · ∇φ = ∫
Ω
∇φ · ∇φ. Every kernel
produces corresponding residuals and Jacobians that are put in the simulation scheme. Depending on the
complexity of these matrices, i.e. whether they are easy to solve (for example composed mainly of diagonal
terms), the simulations run faster or slower. It is up to the user to specify all the simulation parameters, i.a.
the maximum number of linear and nonlinear iterations, the nonlinear relative and absolute tolerance for the
residuals’ magnitude, or even the type of shape function for each variable.
With regard to numerical methods used by the code to solve nonlinear systems, the Preconditioned Jacobian-
Free Newton Krylov (PJFNK) solver was chosen for almost all simulations. After Knoll [26]: ”The main advan-
tage of using JFNK over the traditional Newton method is to avoid the need for generating and inverting the
Jacobian matrix. Typically the Jacobian matrix is not analytically attainable and its numerical approximation
is not easily invertible.” Single Matrix Preconditioning (SMP) was chosen in order to reduce the total number
of linear iterations needed before accurate results were produced. As a result, iterative methods (approximating
the original system of equations) were accelerated through transformation into a better conditioned operator of
the initial problem. SMP creates a single preconditioning matrix and uses all off-diagonal blocks with partial
derivatives of specific variables. After such a matrix is built, it can be applied on a vector, which is a definition
of preconditioning.
Executioner options also dealing with preconditioning are a part of PETSc. Full Lower-Upper (LU) decomposi-
tion as a preconditioner type was chosen; the factorization is performed in-place and ergo destroys the original
matrix. The new matrix is factored as a product of a lower and an upper triangular matrix, which is a modified
form of Gaussian elimination.
The discretization of PDEs brings about nonlinear systems of algebraic equations to be solved. A coupled
steady state solution of these equations is sought and thus nonlinear iterative methods are needed. In JFNK
methods the nonlinear Newton iterations are on the outside of the iteration loop hierarchy, and the Krylov
linear ones in the inside.
The Newton methods are based on a multivariate Taylor expansion around a specific point, giving an
iteration over a sequence of linear systems:
J(uk)δuk = −F (uk), uk+1 = uk + δuk, k = 0, 1, ... (3.1)
given u0, where F (u) is the vector-valued function of nonlinear residuals, J is its associated Jacobian matrix, u
is the state vector to be found, and k is the Newton iteration number. On the other hand, the Krylov subspace
methods are projection (i.e. Galerkin) methods. An initial linear residual r0 is defined, given an initial guess
for the Newton correction δu0, at the outer iteration k:
r0 = −F (u)− Jδu0 (3.2)
The converged value of δu should approach zero in late Newton iterations. There is no Jacobian matrix
formation; therefore no costs of forming or storing the true matrix are present. Instead, a result vector that
simplifies and approximates the Jacobian multiplied by another vector is produced. The execution of such an
alternative problem is far faster than that of the initial one, which results in an increased efficiency of conducted
numerical computations.
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3.3 Moltres
Moltres is an open source simulation tool for molten salt reactors developed at the University of Illinois
by the Advanced Reactors and Fuel Cycles group [27]. It is an application built on the MOOSE framework
and implements deterministic neutronics and thermal hydraulics models. The code is a multigroup neutron
diffusion solver which computes group flux, temperature, power density, and DNP concentration distributions
over a multidimensional mesh. High Performance Computing on an arbitrary number of processors is enabled in
order to efficiently speed up the calculations of complex problems. It is written in C++, like MOOSE. Thanks
to the Lesser GNU Public License that the code is developed under, it is possible to use and improve the models
and algorithms. This ability is essential nowadays when rapid development of MSR technology is anticipated.
International and transparent collaboration ensures the quality of the code.
Basic MSR simulations incorporate the kernels described below. Symbols follow the notation described in
page 4.
Neutronics
NtTimeDerivative - creates a time derivative of a variable that is worked upon, multiplied by an inverse group
velocity of neutrons in this group.
1
vg
· ∂u
∂t
(3.3)
GroupDiffusion - computes the diffusion of a variable u, using the temperature and the diffusion coefficient at
a point and time in a group g.
−∇ ·Dg∇u (3.4)
SigmaR - neutron removal cross section from group g, defined as Σrg = Σ
a
g +
∑G
g 6=g′ Σ
s
g→g′ .
Σrg · u (3.5)
CoupledFissionKernel - yields a fission source of neutrons during a transient without normalizing by 1/k.
−χpg
G∑
g′=1
(1− β)Σfg′φg′ (3.6)
DelayedNeutronSource - adds delayed neutrons to group g.
−χdg
I∑
i
λiCi (3.7)
InScatter - contribution of neutron in-scattering to group g.
−
G∑
g′ 6=g
Σsg′→gφg′ (3.8)
Heat transfer
MatINSTemperatureTimeDerivative - this class computes the time derivative for heat transfer equations.
ρcp
∂u
∂t
(3.9)
TransientFissionHeatSource - gives the heat produced by fission reactions.
G∑
g=1
f,gΣf,gφg (3.10)
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MatDiffusion - an isotropic diffusion kernel responsible for the temperature diffusion in a medium.
k · ∇u (3.11)
ConservativeTemperatureAdvection - uses the velocity provided by the user to produce temperature advection
in the medium.
−ρcp−→v u (3.12)
The above kernels combine into the time dependent multigroup diffusion equation:
1
vg
∂φg
∂t
−∇ ·Dg∇φg + Σrgφg =
G∑
g′ 6=g
Σsg′→gφg′ + χ
p
g
G∑
g′=1
(1− β)νg′Σfg′φg′ + χdg
I∑
i
λiCi (3.13)
The delayed neutron precursor concentration is governed by the following equation:
∂Ci
∂t
=
G∑
g′=1
βiνg′Σ
f
g′φg′ − λiCi −
∂
∂z
vCi (3.14)
where the last term appears due to the fuel advection, which is responsible for the DNP drift with the salt (for
all the cases in this thesis only the vertical direction is considered).
The fuel salt temperature evolution is described by:
ρfcp,f
∂Tf
∂t
+∇ · (ρfcp,f−→vf · Tf − kf∇Tf ) = Qf (3.15)
where the source term Qf is given by:
Qf =
G∑
g=1
f,gΣf,gφg (3.16)
The general temperature equation for the moderator is:
ρmcp,m
∂Tm
∂t
+∇ · (−km∇Tm) = Qm (3.17)
For the case of graphite moderated reactors, the MSRE proved [7] that the source term in the graphite can be
simply represented by:
Qm =
1
Vcore
γ
∫
core
Qf dV (3.18)
with γ being a gamma heating fraction, representing heat dissipation by gamma and neutron irradiation in the
graphite moderator normalized by the volume of the entire core.
Running a Moltres simulation requires group constants for all the materials used, provided in an appropriate
tabular form as text files. Changing a number of energy groups is straightforward, just like usage of the code
itself, due to its modularity. The group constants can be generated by any suitable code, eg. Serpent or SCALE
[28].
Another substantial element of the physical model is a mesh. It can be either generated by MOOSE itself
(only simple shapes) or drawn up by the user. In the present study, a .geo geometry file was made with the aid
of the Gmsh [29] program, based on the reactor design, and then the mesh was automatically produced by the
same code as a .msh file.
3.4 Performance
In total, close to two hundred simulations were performed over the course of the project in order to acquire
necessary knowledge, test the models, and aid convergence of the results. The project yielded an improved
method of defining a number of parallel threads for the Message Passing Interface through observation and
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deduction. However, fully understanding the computational aspects of the project would necessitate considerably
more time than is available in the scope of the work.
While simple eigenvalue simulations can be performed on a single processor and produce useful results within
minutes to an hour, the problems solved in this project need much more computing power to be calculated within
a reasonable time. For instance, the Moltres four energy group reactor startup simulation uses 12 variables
and 28204 computational nodes which in total creates 432044 degrees of freedom. The simulation is efficient if
communication time between processors does not overtake the computation time, which depends on the number
of degrees of freedom per core. Predictably, using more processors generates a faster simulation. For Serpent the
group constant generation took around 24 hours using two OpenMP threads. Depending on the case, Moltres
took from half a day up to two days on four cores with the MPI (for two dimensional models). When Seaborg
Technologies’ multi-core computer was used, a multitude of complex simulations, such as 3D cases, could be
performed at the same time and give results faster than on a personal computer, of course. Thanks to Serpent’s
and MOOSE’s parallelization capabilities, big and complicated problems can be solved relatively quickly.
Serpent 2.1.30
MOOSE 6f88c9e2fb
LibMesh e67d1528ffa
PETSc 3.9.4
Moltres 57fdc8ae2a
Table 3.1: Software versions used for the simulations
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4 Models and simulation parameters
4.1 MSRE
4.1.1 Serpent model
The modeling of reactors in Moltres requires input data in a specific tabular form for materials that are
used. All variables depend on temperature and a group number, as in the multigroup diffusion theory, and will
be interpolated according to an interpolation scheme chosen by the user. The boundary between the thermal
and fast groups was set at 625 meV.
In order to generate group constants, a Serpent model of the MSRE was created (cf. Fig. 4.1). The
neutron population was set to 50000 per generation, with 600 active and 100 inactive generations, so as to
obtain sufficiently precise results. For the basic simulation case the control rods were kept outside the core. In
order to produce group constants for the fuel and graphite, a set of automated burnup sequences was prepared
- separately the fuel and the moderator temperature and density were changed to yield a matrix of nuclear
properties depending on the temperature and the material. The temperature ranged from 633 to 2000 K for
the fuel and to 1900 K for the graphite, with 100 K intervals.
Figure 4.1: The MSRE geometrical model in Serpent: vertical and horizontal cut views. Three control rods
and one guide tube are placed centrally
The ENDV-VII.1 database was a source of cross section data, as well as the JEFF-3.3 which the TSL files
for the graphite were taken from. The latter also provided a neutron induced fission yield library and a decay
data library essential for the simulation. In particular, the following materials were implemented:
• fuel: density of 2.146 g/cm3 at 922 K,
• moderator: 1.86 g/cm3 at 922 K, with thermal scattering data for even more accuracy,
• Hastelloy-N tank: 8.86 g/cm3,
• control rod absorber material: 5.873 g/cm3, (Gd,Al)2O3,
• air: 0.001225 g/cm.3
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4.1.2 Moltres model
The Moltres MSRE model was chosen to only comprise the reactor core, which is the most vital part that
needs investigation. As a result, there is no need to model any DNP formation outside the active core, salt mixing
can be neglected, and no sophisticated and power consuming TH module needs to be implemented. However,
correct boundary conditions need to be set in such a model. Vacuum neutronics boundary conditions were set in
each direction. In this model, a basic Dirichlet boundary condition class in Moltres named FunctionDirichletBC
was expanded by a few additional lines of a code to become FlexiblePostprocessorDirichletBC that can easily
override the chosen boundary conditions so that the value of a variable is scaled or offset by a user-defined
number during the simulation. In this way the fuel channel bottom plane (the core inlet) and the outer wall
of the core (that would be in direct contact with the downcomer) were artificially maintained at temperatures
lower by 27.8 K than the average core outlet temperature, thanks to the usage of a postprocessor which averages
the temperature at the top plane of the reactor core. Such a manipulation emulates the existence of a primary
to secondary loop heat exchanger which removes 100% of thermal power from the core. The downcomer is
modeled as a constant temperature zone. The average temperature changes by 27.8 K across the core and all
essential physical phenomena are present in the model. Nevertheless, one important drawback is associated
with not modeling re-entry of the same salt to the core - even though DNP concentrations should never reach
zero for some of the DNP groups due to the lifetime likened to circulation time, they do in the model.
Flow speed 0.217 m/s
Initial temperature 922 K
Gamma fraction Γ 0.075
Number of neutron groups 2
Number of DNP groups 6
Fuel thermal conductivity 5.53 W/(m · K)
Fuel specific heat capacity 1967 J/(kg · K)
Fuel density (T in K) 2.146 exp(−2.124 · 10−4 · (T − 922)) g/cm3
Graphite thermal conductivity 31.2 W/(m · K)
Graphite specific heat capacity 1760 J/(kg · K)
Graphite density (T in K) 1.86 exp(−1.8 · 10−5 · (T − 922)) g/cm3
Table 4.1: Simulation input parameters [1]
Figure 4.2: Moltres MSRE model geometry
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A two-dimensional reduced-problem model of the MSRE was created in Gmsh software. It consists of 14
thin fuel channels and 14 thick moderator regions, numbered starting from the left hand side (cf. the figure
below). The left boundary of the model is an axis of symmetry - only half of the core needs to be modeled
because no spatial disorder is introduced in the model such as control rods at different positions. The core inlet
is located at the bottom and the outlet at the top. Its total size is 73 cm in radius and 162.56 cm in height.
The fuel composition is the Beginning Of Life MSRE fuel enriched to 32.7%.
Regarding the numerical part of the model, the maximum number of nonlinear iterations was set to 30
and linear iterations to 100. If nonlinear (Newton iteration) tolerance δu of 10−6 was not reached after the
specified number of iterations, the simulation was stopped and underwent troubleshooting. The minimum time
step was set to 10−5 s and the optimal to 10−3 s. The time-stepper was programmed to adjust to a value of
the multiplication factor and the time step was lowered whenever the k was too high, in order to obtain more
accurate results.
4.2 CMSR
Only the reactor core was modeled both in Serpent and Moltres. Based on the technical data from the
CMSR Preliminary Facility Design Description (PFDD) [14], and with the aid of the Seaborg Technologies
team, simplified input decks were created. Similarly to the MSRE, the CMSR’s fuel flows downwards in a
downcomer and then upwards through the core. There is an outer area of the core composed of a NaOH
reflector. To reach 250 MWth power, the flow velocity in the fuel channels must equal 0.23 m/s, which was
calculated from the specific heat capacity, fuel density, and geometrical data.
4.2.1 Serpent model
By analogy to the MSRE case, a full reactor core model was built in Serpent. Its geometry is depicted in
Fig. 4.3. The yellow regions represent the fuel channels, blue regions are guide tubes (hollow) reserved for
control rods, lilac regions the moderator, and the grey region is the core vessel made of Hastelloy-N. The fuel
is enclosed in 2 mm thick tubes made of the same alloy.
Figure 4.3: CMSR geometrical model in Serpent: horizontal and vertical cut views
The material densities are [15]:
• fuel: 4.280 g/cm3 at 873 K,
• NaOH: 2.068 g/cm3 at 873 K,
• Hastelloy-N: 8.860 g/cm3 at 900 K.
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The fuel salt’s boiling temperature is higher than 1700 K, and the moderator’s boiling temperature is greater
than 1600 K [14]. The approximate FUNaK melting point is 763 K and sodium hydroxide melting temperature
is 596 K. Therefore, temperature ranges for the group constant generation were chosen as 763 K to 1700 K
for the fuel and 763 K to 1600 K for the NaOH, with 100 K intervals starting at 800 K. The densities of the
materials were altered accordingly (cf. table 4.2).
4.2.2 Moltres model
Various simulation parameters are listed in table 4.2:
Flow speed 0.23 m/s
Initial temperature 873 K
Number of neutron groups 2
Number of DNP groups 6
Fuel thermal conductivity 0.597 W/(m · K)
Fuel specific heat capacity 782 J/(kg · K)
Fuel density (T in K) 5.103351− 9.431 · 10−4 · T g/cm3
Moderator thermal conductivity 1.356 W/(m · K)
Moderator specific heat capacity 2112 J/(kg · K)
Moderator density (T in K) 2.068− 4.784 · 10−4 · T g/cm3
Table 4.2: Simulation input parameters [14], [15]
After the results from Serpent were processed, the Moltres model could be implemented. A simplified
Gmsh-based geometry file was prepared (fig. 4.4). The modeled size of the core was 110 cm in radius and 200
cm in height. The core was divided into eight fuel channels (with the first one cut in half, lying in the axis of
symmetry) and seven moderator channels plus the reflector located in the outermost part of the core vessel. The
fuel to moderator ratio is markedly different from the MSRE design due to the choice of moderator. Notably,
there are no control rod guide tubes in the model and the geometry is only a 2D cross section of a hexagonal
reactor. Since control rods were not included, the fuel composition was thus chosen to be exactly critical for
this specific geometry. The value of 235U enrichment equaled 6.3%. This exact enrichment will never occur. It
was selected because of simplicity and because the results are expected to still be representative of the reactor
behavior.
Figure 4.4: Moltres CMSR model geometry
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5 Simulation results
5.1 MSRE
5.1.1 Steady state parameter search
Of particular focus in this thesis are simulations that find neutronics and thermal variable distributions
of MSR cores at a steady state operation. It is necessary to obtain these data in order to know how the
reactor behaves during power production and to be able to properly simulate different accident scenarios. A
transition from an initially uniform to a representative temperature distribution was sought, after the reactor
power changed immediately from 0 to 100%. The steady state was ensured by fixing the extracted power, which
caused the variables to converge to their nominal values.
Additional information obtained in the process is the timewise evolution of the reactor’s behavior under
reactor startup-like conditions. However, this should be interpreted cautiously due to many simplifications
and possible numerical errors. The models and equations used were simplified and the input data was not
accurate. MOOSE and Moltres are open-source codes which undergo active development and minor errors are
unavoidable. Moreover, numerical techniques are only an approximation of reality and so they simulate the
physics within a predefined level of accuracy and precision.
In order to validate the Serpent simulation, a comparison with the results obtained by A. Lindsay et. al [1]
was performed. The input files were available on GitHub [30] and thus the results were quite straightforward
to reproduce. Generally speaking, for the two group simulations (group constant generation) the results were
in agreement (described later). The results were varied due to differing code versions, possible inequalities in
the nuclear data files utilized, and different boundary conditions. Notwithstanding, Moltres is still considered
as helpful as it was stated in the quoted article due to its ability to produce results that give a sense of what
really happens inside a reactor.
Figure 5.1: Temperature and multiplication factor evolution in time for the MSRE Moltres simulation
In the first 160 ms the core is subcritical due to constant heat removal, loss of DNPs (fuel advection), and
scarcity of thermal neutrons in the system that initiate chain reactions. The fuel temperature decreases (cf. fig.
5.1). When enough neutrons are produced (a process which occurs due to the negative temperature coefficients
of reactivity), the chain reaction begins and the reactor is supercritical for approximately 15 s. After 12 s the
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fuel temperature rises, which causes the reactivity to begin approaching an equilibrium. Eventually, the steady
state is reached.
The focus of the simulation was to obtain nominal power steady state conditions in the reactor core and
analyze distributions of temperature, DNP concentration, and neutron fluxes. The figures in the following pages
depict all the generated data, in a (r, z) cylindrical coordinate system.
Neutron fluxes
The neutron flux has an anticipated magnitude (based on [1]) and a canonical cosine shape in radial and
axial directions which are induced by vacuum boundary conditions on the reactor top, bottom, and the outer
walls. A clear distinction between the fuel and graphite channels is visible in both figures. As expected, the
fast neutrons prefers the fuel and the thermal neutrons prefer the moderator where they get slowed down. The
majority of reactions occur in the middle ovoid-shaped region of the core. The thermal flux is approximately
three times lower in value than the fast one, which is justified by the fact that all neutrons are born fast, while
a fraction of them slow down and thermalize.
Fig. 5.3 compares the Moltres fast and thermal neutron flux radial and axial profiles with the ORNL MSRE
design calculations [7]. The axial flux profiles are plotted in such a way that the thermal flux peak is in the
middle (for the MSRE it was shifted due to the effect of control rods [1]). There is an agreement; the thermal
fluxes are especially nearly identical. Fluctuations visible in the Moltres model radial profiles come from local
thermal flux growth and fast flux reduction in the moderator regions, and the opposite in the fuel channels.
This is confirmed by the fact that the fluctuations are periodical and the contributions to the fast and thermal
flux are in counter phase. The simulation is more precise in terms of a local neutron behavior than the original
calculations. Nevertheless, the discrepancy observed between the fast fluxes’ values is of the order of 15%, which
needs to be investigated further in order to check which calculations are more accurate. The drop in the radial
thermal flux present in the MSRE is caused directly by the control rod tubes in the center of the core, which
were not modeled in Moltres for the sake of simplicity.
(a) Fast group (b) Thermal group
Figure 5.2: Neutron flux in the 2D cylindrical axisymmetric model
DNP group name pre1 pre2 pre3 pre4 pre5 pre6
Decay constant λ [s−1] 0.01 0.03 0.12 0.30 0.85 2.85
Table 5.1: Delayed neutron precursor groups and their decay constants
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(a) Radial flux profiles at the core midplane (b) Axial flux profiles along the core centerline
(Moltres) and 21.3 cm from the centerline (the
MSRE, due to the presence of guide tubes)
Figure 5.3: A juxtaposition of the Moltres-calculated and the MSRE flux profiles (from the design report)
Delayed neutron precursors
The core residence time in units of precursor half-lives ranges from 0.2 to 41 in the MSRE [12]. Consequently,
DNP concentrations across the core are varied and only the shortest-lived precursors’ distribution (pre6, cf. tab.
5.1) approaches the shape of the fast (i.e. prompt) neutron flux. The axial distributions of the DNPs that live
longer look differently depending on the velocity of the fuel salt which carries the fission fragments downstream.
These precursors experience the maximum atomic density at the higher parts of the core. The distributions are
shown in fig. 5.4.
Due to the fact that some fission products are continuously removed from the active core where fission
reactions take place, the effective fraction of delayed neutrons is much lower than it would be in a reactor
with a static fuel. A precursor drift, represented as − ∂∂z vCi in the equation 3.14 is a distinct feature of liquid
fueled reactors. Fission almost cannot occur outside the core zone because there is no moderator present and a
probability of fast fission is very low (lower than 6% in the two group theory). However, some neutrons are born
out of the core due to a decay of FPs, which causes βeff to be smaller, requiring a more stringent reactor control
to aviod reaching prompt criticality. Reactivity loss due to circulation of DNPs in the MSRE was measured to
be of an order of more than 200 pcm [8], which significantly reduced the effective delayed neutron fraction. If
during a reactivity insertion incident the magnitude of reactivity exceeds the average delayed neutron fraction
βeff , the reactor will be supercritical on prompt neutrons alone and the delayed neutrons will not be needed to
sustain the chain reaction [31]. It means that the fission reaction rate will increase dramatically in a very short
time and, if not stopped, the power excursion will cause damage.
In the MSRE the total effective fraction of delayed neutrons was measured to be 362 pcm [12]. The Serpent
simulation produced a static βeff = 695 pcm. The discrepancy comes from the lack of fuel movement in the
Serpent model. Nevertheless, that code was used only to produce the group constants and therefore its results
are considered valid, since this group constant data was processed later by Moltres. Unfortunately, it did not
seem possible to obtain a value of βeff in the Moltres simulations.
Another interesting calculation resulted in weighted delayed neutron generation time (which is practically
the same as the mean generation time), a number which says how long on average it takes for a delayed neutron
to appear after a fission event. A value of 0.08 s was found, which gives a decay constant λ = 13 s−1. Taking
into account the prompt neutron lifetime of 2.4·10−4 s [12], the result of 0.08 s remains unchanged and is the
same as in conventional reactors such as LWRs or CANDUs [32]. As a result, a proven method of reactor control
could be implemented to ensure safety - absorber rods. Nevertheless, one must bear in mind that the non-static
delayed neutron fraction is going to be lower, therefore a lower mean generation time would be realized (since
the DNPs disappear from the core). The MSRE’s power was sufficiently low, however, to ensure that traditional
control rods could be utilized.
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Figure 5.4: Radial (the core midplane) and axial (fuel channel 1) distributions of delayed neutron precursor
concentrations in the MSRE
(a) λ = 0.013 s−1 (b) λ = 2.85 s−1
Figure 5.5: Concentrations of the longest and the shortest lived DNP groups
The concentration of the group of the longest lived precursors (pre1 ) peaks near the reactor outlet in this
model, which was also depicted in fig. 5.4. On the other hand, the shortest lived ones (pre6 ) are the most dense
in the center of the reactor, which means that their contribution to the chain reaction would be the highest if
the magnitude were higher. The concentrations decrease with the increasing r (or decreasing neutron flux). In
reality, the longer lived precursors would have a higher density in the core and they would not go to zero due
to the fact that their lifetime is greater than the circuit time.
For solid-fueled NPPs it is of utmost importance to predict fuel rods’ behavior, fuel depletion, and changes
in materials, while for MSRs with circulating salts the temporal evolution of the salt composition does not
affect the reactor safety to the same extent (due to its resistance to radiation and online reprocessing). In other
words, the power density distribution does not have to be flattened by means of fuel rod shuffling in order to
mitigate the fuel pellet cracking due to irradiation or other typical material issues.
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Power and temperature profiles
The MSRE design report [12] states that the peak power density in the core measures 31 kW/l, whereas the
Moltres simulation yielded the maximum value of 34.6 kW/l. Not surprisingly, the power distribution looks like
the fast neutron flux shape and is the greatest in the middle of the core. Integration of the power over the fuel
and moderator volumes, including the gamma heating, gives a power level of 7.75 MW, which is in accordance
with the MSRE actual power varying from 7.4 to 8.0 MWth [7].
Concerning the temperature in the reactor core, it peaks near the reactor outlet in this specific model
because of fuel advection (cf. figure 5.6b). Evidently, the hottest channel is located in the center of the core
where the probability of undergoing fission is the highest, therefore the power density is greatest. Strikingly,
the fuel is not as hot as the moderator. For liquid fuel reactors, due to the direct heat removal from a moving
salt, the moderator temperature is higher than the fuel temperature. This is a result of gamma heating and a
Poppendiek effect phenomenon [7].
(a) Power density (b) Temperature
Figure 5.6: Power density and reactor core temperature
(a) Moltres radial profiles across the core (b) Axial profiles in the hottest channel and ad-
jacent graphite
Figure 5.7: Temperature profiles in the MSRE core, predicted by Moltres (2g) and from the design (msre)
The thermal energy deposited in the moderator is transferred to the fuel for removal. The Poppendiek
effect causes the fuel near the walls to be hotter than average for the channel due to a distributed heat source
contained in the fuel. Whenever such a fluid flows through a channel, the lower velocity of the fluid close to the
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tube wall makes the fluid there reach temperature higher than the channel average. This was observed in the
MSRE core and was in addition enhanced by heat transfer into the fluid through the walls [7].
Fig. 5.7a presents Moltres radial temperature profiles for three positions in the core: the inlet, the mid-
plane, and the outlet. The temperatures are decreasing in the radial direction. Pronounced peaks are clearly
distinguishable and represent the temperature increase in the graphite channels.
Fig. 5.7b compares the Moltres temperature profiles with the ORNL MSRE design calculations. The overall
shapes are similar, which suggests that the modeling of physical phenomena is correct (it is assumed that the
design calculations are of greater accuracy). The fuel temperature increases monotonically across the core
length. This causes the graphite axial maximum temperature to be shifted above the core midplane. The
S-shape of the fuel temperature profile is explained by the power distribution (cf. fig. 5.6a). The difference
between the graphite and fuel temperature reaches up to 30 K because of the gamma heating phenomenon. The
discrepancies between the Moltres results and the ORNL calculations are up to 20 K, but for the most part they
are of the order of 10 K. The peak graphite temperature is around 8 K greater in the Moltres simulation. The
higher temperature difference at the core inlet is explained by the Moltres boundary conditions which imposed
the same moderator and fuel temperature, whereas for the ORNL calculations the graphite temperature at
z = 0 was about 11 K larger than the fuel temperature. The ORNL model neglected axial heat conduction
in the graphite, which is likely why such a dissimilarity was present [7]. Moreover, the average fuel inlet and
outlet temperatures in the ORNL model equaled 908 K and 936 K respectively, whilst for the Moltres model
the inlet was set to 922 K and temperatures changed along with the position in the reactor core, with only the
average difference of 27.8 K between the inlet and outlet set constant. The higher inlet temperature was chosen
in order to emulate the nominal MSRE conditions [3].
5.1.2 Gamma heating
During reactor operation gamma rays, neutrons, and beta particles are emitted in fission reactions. They
tend to heat graphite moderators in thermal MSRs, which was experienced and measured in the MSRE. Due
to the immobility of the moderator, heat must be transferred to the fuel to be evacuated. A fuel salt in the
MSRE flows and heat advection occurs, resulting in a graphite temperature that is decidedly higher than that
of the salt. Axial distribution of the heat generated in the MSRE’s graphite is shown in the figure below:
Figure 5.8: Heating in graphite. Axial distribution 21.3 cm from the core centerline at 10 MW (the ORNL
design calculations) [7]
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ORNL found that gamma heating in graphite is nearly uniform over the core due to the long mean free path
of gammas. Moreover, this heating is proportional to the average fission heat [27]. In the MSRE 6-8% of heat
was generated in the graphite. This is a considerable amount of energy which had to be accounted for and an
auxiliary kernel was created in Moltres to model the graphite behavior depending on the fission heat (cf. eq.
3.16) and a function which defines the shape of the spatial distribution for gamma heating:
γ = Γ
pi2
4
cos
pir
2R
sin
piz
H
(5.1)
where Γ was set to 7.5% [1].
A Moltres case without gamma heat was inspected. As predicted, the discrepancy between the graphite
and fuel temperature was lessened to almost zero. Fig. 5.9 shows the axial temperature distribution in the
hottest fuel and graphite channels for both cases. When gamma heating is active, the graphite’s maximum
temperature of 969.6 K is reached around the three fourth position of the reactor’s height. The temperature
difference between the moderator and the fuel reaches up to 30 K. Disabling the gamma heating results in a
temperature difference less than one kelvin.
Figure 5.9: Axial temperature distribution in the hottest channel with and without the gamma heating kernel
Temperature [K] without gamma heating with gamma heating
core outlet ∼958 963
average core outlet 925.6 926.4
average fuel 911.7 912.5
average moderator 916.6 917.5
Table 5.2: Simulation results of temperature in the hottest channel
5.1.3 Conclusions
To sum up, a satisfactory qualitative agreement between Moltres and the ORNL calculations was obtained.
Many of the variables that were studied approached the original MSRE results. However, with mismodeling
of the fast flux of an order of even 20% the code cannot be used for a detailed safety study for regulatory
bodies (given the ORNL calculations were accurate). Nonetheless, there were many differences in modeling
approaches - the ORNL team used 32-group model [1] and Moltres used only 2 groups and neglected the control
rod thimbles.
Taking everything into consideration, decent qualitative accounting for various physical phenomena hap-
pening in a reactor core is an advantage of Moltres. Coupling neutronics and thermal hydraulics is executed
satisfactorily, although it is difficult to say how the code would work with much more advanced models since
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the MSRE model was relatively straightforward to implement and greatly simplified. Hence, trust in another
design’s simulation results comes with reserve, since the code has not been completely verified and validated
yet.
Further work on the MSRE design could include investigation of its 3D model, a comparison of results
given by two and more-group simulations, improvement of DNP modeling (salt re-entry), and perhaps adding
reflective boundary condition kernels to the code structure and testing their behavior. In fact, a four group
model was examined during the internship and yielded similar results, as discussed later (see section 5.2.2). A
3D study was also carried out but the results were not satisfactory. The numerical part of the code seems to
need more work in order to yield accurate results.
5.2 CMSR
5.2.1 Steady state parameter search
The Moltres simulation started with a uniformly distributed temperature of 873 K in the fuel and moderator.
Vacuum flux boundary conditions were applied to the top, bottom, and outer side of the core. A fission heat
source was the fuel, the gamma heat source kernel was disabled due to a lack of information on how the radiation
is absorbed in the liquid NaOH moderator, and the heat extraction was fixed so that there always had to be a
temperature difference of 100 K between the core outlet and inlet. The simulated time was fixed to be 2 · 106 s
(due to difficulties in reaching rapid convergence), the minimum time step was set to 10−9 s and the optimum
to 10−6 s. The maximum number of nonlinear iterations was 50 and of linear iterations 150 (higher than for the
MSRE simulations). The convergence tolerance was set to 10−5 so as to lower the requirements in comparison
with the MSRE. Additionally, a restart option was enabled, which allowed for storing two last time steps of
the calculation to be used in subsequent simulations - this was essential in order to simulate transients with a
proper initial variable distribution.
Figure 5.10: Temperature and multiplication factor evolution in time for the CMSR Moltres simulation
The behavior of the CMSR seemed to be more unpredictable than of the MSRE in the beginning of the
simulation, the multiplication factor varied a lot during the first simulated 6.5 s, which can be seen in fig. 5.10.
It can be explained by the fact that the fuel enrichment was not exactly critical (an uncertainty of 100 pcm in
keff was achieved when coupling Serpent with Moltres) and the initial heat removal increased the multiplication
factor even more. Moltres, programmed to lower the time step whenever k exceeded 1.5, attempted to cope
with the supercriticality but after only 7 s the fuel temperature started to rise and after 30 s it began to reach
an asymptotic value. Due to negative temperature coefficients of reactivity and relatively high power of the
reactor, the stability was reached much later than in the case of the MSRE. Even though after 200 s the reactor
was critical within acceptable uncertainty levels (10−5), approximately 106 s were required to reach a steady
state within the convergence tolerance for all the variables involved.
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Neutron fluxes
Striation in a neutron flux distribution along the core radius was observed (cf. fig. 5.11). For the fast group
the cosine shape is clearly distinguishable in the axial profile. Axially the thermal flux exhibits an expected
cosine shape, but the radial distribution of the flux (cf. fig. 5.11b) depicts pronounced oscillations. Similarly,
the radial flux profile at the core midplane shows the same behavior (cf. fig. 5.12ba). The reason for the
thermal flux local growth and fast flux local decline is moderation by NaOH - fast neutrons are slowed down
and thermalize in sodium hydroxide regions of the core. A relative thermal flux change reaches up to 10%,
which is a significant number proving how strong a moderator NaOH is.
(a) Fast group (b) Thermal group
Figure 5.11: Neutron flux in the 2D cylindrical axisymmetric model
(a) Radial flux profiles at the core midplane (b) Axial flux profiles along the core axis
Figure 5.12: The CMSR neutron flux profiles
The magnitude of the neutron flux is considerably high in comparison with LWRs and the MSRE. Simpli-
fying, the flux is proportional to the nuclear power and inversely proportional to the total macroscopic cross
section for fission Σf , which explains why in this case the flux was so high. First, Σf is very low in value
(approximately 0.03 cm−1, obtained in Moltres). Second, the power was much higher in the CMSR than in
the MSRE. The highest documented or designed flux levels for similar reactors have not reached more than
1016 cm−2s−1 [34]. However, obtained results are in agreement with neutron fluxes found in Serpent after config-
uring the reactor power to 250 MW. It must be noted that no control rods were modeled and that the initial fuel
enrichment was slightly supercritical, therefore it is natural that a number of neutrons produced and scattered
in the system was higher than in a real reactor with proper control systems. In the simulation the core was
maintained supercritical for an extended period which resulted in high fission power and high neutron current.
Eventually, due to MSRs’ features of tending to stabilization themselves and because of constant extraction of
the thermal power, a steady state was reached.
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Delayed neutron precursors
The delayed neutron precursors behave in the same way as in the MSRE simulation. The only difference is
the concentration magnitude, which is approximately 250 times greater in the CMSR simulation. The longest-
lived precursors have their maximum concentration in the top central part of the core, whereas the shortest
ones occur around the middle of the core. Fig. 5.14 additionally shows that in the radial direction the DNP
concentrations do not exactly follow a smooth shape; there are depressions in the central part of each fuel
region. This is caused by that the DNPs in the fuel gather at the periphery of the fuel tube (the skin effect).
Equation 3.14 helps explain this phenomenon. Only the DNP production term is dependent on the group
neutron flux. Fission reactions in the two group model are induced almost exclusively by thermal neutrons.
Hence, the delayed neutron distribution will closely relate to the thermal group flux distribution. The thermal
flux is the greatest in the peripheral region of a fuel channel and reaches a local minimum in the center of the
channel. It directly affects the DNP concentration, especially in the central region of the reactor core.
(a) λ = 0.013 s−1 (b) λ = 2.85 s−1
Figure 5.13: Concentrations of the longest and the shortest lived DNP groups
Figure 5.14: Radial (the core midplane) and axial (fuel region 1) distributions of delayed neutron precursor
concentrations in the CMSR
In quantitative terms, the Serpent simulation gave a static effective fraction of delayed neutrons βeff equal
to 700 pcm and a mean generation time of 0.075 s (i.e. λ = 13.4s−1). ORNL states that approximately 50%
of delayed neutrons are generated outside the core region [35] (depending on the fuel circulation time), yielding
the dynamic βeff of approximately 350 pcm.
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Temperature profiles
The reactor reaches its highest temperature in the top central part of the core (cf. fig. 5.15). The difference
between the lowest and highest temperature in the CMSR was found to be greater than 200 K, posing serious
challenges for material engineers; the most important requirement for a fuel tube material is stability at high
temperature levels and high neutron fluence. Lowering this temperature difference could be beneficial for the
core’s lifetime. The difference between the average core inlet and average core outlet temperature is 100 K.
The moderator regions are hotter than the fuel regions, which is a result of movement of the fuel salt and heat
transfer between the fuel and moderator.
Figure 5.15: Temperature distribution in the CMSR core
Figure 5.16 shows temperature profiles in the radial and axial direction. On the left-hand side (a) the
temperature profiles across the core in the reactor’s outlet, middle, and inlet planes are portrayed. The overall
trend for the temperature is a decrease alongside an increasing radius. The differences between the fuel and
the moderator become greater as the position in the core gets higher. On the right-hand side (b) the difference
between the temperature of adjacent fuel and moderator channels (cf. fig. 4.4 to locate the numbers from the
legend) is clearly discernible. The central (hottest) regions present a few to ten kelvin difference at the core
outlet, and NaOH is always hotter than the fuel channel closest to its left side in the presented geometry.
(a) Radial profiles across the core (b) Axial profiles in the hottest fuel channel and
adjacent moderator region
Figure 5.16: Temperature profiles in the CMSR core
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5.2.2 Comparison of two-group vs. four-group simulations
For some simulations, more energy groups were used in the physical models implemented in the codes. A
short overview of the two group vs. four group results is presented in this section.
The details of a group constant generation procedure in Serpent are specified by the code user. An arbitrary
number of energy groups can be picked and group boundaries are set manually. For the simulations reported
in this thesis, the following energy ranges were proposed: for two groups (denoted as 2G) the boundary was
fixed at 625 meV, while for four groups (denoted as 4G) it was 730 meV, 29 eV, and 9.1 keV, to more or
less accurately isolate some of 238U absorption resonances and ensure a reasonable time of calculations (an
optimization algorithm from ref. [36] was used).
Fission neutrons are born with their own energy spectrum. For two energy group models it is always
assumed that they appear as fast neutrons (group number one), therefore parameters χd (delayed neutrons)
and χp (prompt neutrons) are 1.0 in group 1 and 0.0 in group 2. In the case of four groups the result is different.
An excerpt from Serpent-generated group constants shows how those parameters change with temperature:
Temperature [K] group 1 group 2 group 3 group 4
763 9.94794E-01 5.18180E-03 2.41716E-05 0.0
800 9.94639E-01 5.35165E-03 9.60205E-06 0.0
900 9.94912E-01 5.07338E-03 1.43133E-05 0.0
1000 9.94564E-01 5.40201E-03 3.35049E-05 0.0
Table 5.3: Serpent-generated delayed neutron fission spectrum χd for the CMSR
Not surprisingly, a predominant part of the neutrons are born in the high energy range. The lower the energy,
the fewer neutrons are produced. Moreover, the neutron flux becomes more striated then, which signifies that
for group 1 (the fastest neutrons) the preferred region in the core is the fuel, whereas more neutrons (in relative
terms) populate the moderator zones with the increasing group number. Unpredictably, it is not group 4 that
is characterized by the lowest neutron flux. Fig. 5.17 depicts the radial flux profiles in the core midplane.
For the thermal neutrons (group 4) there is an observable peak in the reflector zone (around 100 cm radius)
which is much more distinct than in the case of the two group model. This means that neutrons get effectively
thermalized and reflected in the reflector part of the core, which reduces neutron leakage. The lower flux in
group 3 indicates that neutrons do not populate the energy range 0.73-29 eV as often as below 0.73 eV, where
they reach thermal equilibrium with the environment.
With the 4G model the temperatures obtained in the core were slightly higher than in the 2G model (cf.
fig. 5.19), which is discussed in more detail in chapter 5.3. Since more discernible phenomena were shown in
the 4G results, that particular model was considered to be more accurate.
Figure 5.17: Neutron flux profiles in the CMSR in the core midplane, four group model
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5.2.3 Conclusions
The CMSR experiences phenomena similar to the MSRE yet their magnitudes are greater. The core must
withstand higher temperatures and a substantially larger total temperature gradient. Assuming the flux results
are realistic, the material damage is going to be severe. Overall, the results prove qualitative powers of the
Moltres code in simulating behavior of MSRs, but common sense does not allow for a physicist to accept the
results at face value. The magnitude of the neutron flux seems to be incorrect and it entails the high values of
DNP concentration. Certainly more work needs to be done to refine the model.
The four group simulation appeared to capture more interesting neutron transport phenomena in the reactor
core. It indicates that even more groups should be used in future models in order to find results more closely
simulating reality.
Additional studies
In terms of additional M&S that was carried out during the internship, the CMSR models were created with
a plethora of different enrichment levels and studied. They led to the following conclusions:
• excess reactivity must be provided for the reactor to be able to operate for a long period unless the fissile
material is going to be injected online. The surplus uranium must compensate for reactor poisoning and
fuel depletion.
• chemical shim reactivity control can be employed when control rod worth may prove too unreliable,
especially but not limited to high enrichment levels.
• usage of burnable poisons in the fuel salt is advised, as well, for the sake of a stable release of extra
reactivity.
• the indication of high temperature levels in the reactor core might be able to cause material damage due
to thermal stress induction, therefore some measures to limit the temperature differences within the core
should be taken into consideration.
In the future more detailed geometrical models of the design should be created in order to lower the uncer-
tainty about the reactor’s behavior. These include a 3D model which, however, would require a solid validation
of the Moltres code. To alleviate possible errors, it is important that the TSL database for NaOH be prepared,
because without it the physical modeling of interactions between thermal neutrons and the moderator is not
completely accurate. Moreover, gamma heating could be introduced in the model, but first more research on
that would have to be conducted. All these uncertainties in the reactor design and physics pose high risk to
the validity of the solution, which is why another code such as OpenFOAM [37] should be used to recreate the
studies that have already been performed.
5.3 Comparison of the two designs
The MSRE and the CMSR designs bear a resemblance to one another and they behave in a similar way, but
the magnitude of responses to changes in the physical environment are vastly different. Figure 5.18 depicts how
the multiplication factor is altered during the first 50 seconds of the basic startup simulations. The following,
fig. 5.19, juxtaposes the CMSR temperature changes with the MSRE temperature changes at the core outlet
and in the fuel and moderator (volume-averaged) in the same time period. Two and four group model results
are plotted for the CMSR.
Clearly, the MSRE’s response and variations are less dynamic and smaller in magnitude. It is chiefly caused
by the different reactor power and feedback coefficients of reactivity that rule the reactor dynamics during
transients, which were discussed in the preceding chapters. By having a look at the multiplication factor
development, the MSRE can be said to be more stable. There are no sharp peaks or rapid oscillations as in
the case of the CMSR and if there are any, they are smooth - the reactor’s behavior is more easily predictable.
These initial results may not be entirely physical in a sense due to the boundary conditions applied but at the
same time they do provide information on the trends in the reactor core. Even though a satisfying convergence
was achieved in both cases after 50+ seconds, the computation time for the MSRE case was far less than that
of the CMSR. This was caused by the executioner parameters being not identical. Nevertheless, were they to
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remain the same as in the basic case for the MSRE, the CMSR simulations would never converge due to the
intrinsic features of the design of the latter.
The temperature difference between the core inlet and outlet for the CMSR is much higher than the MSRE
because their power levels are remarkably different - the MSRE’s thermal power is lower than 8 MW, while
the CMSR aims to be 250 MW. This also implies that a small disturbance in the system could exert a more
significant effect in the reactor that has the greater power since the ∆T is kept constant at all times, so there
might be a shift in temperatures to a region where neutron energy spectrum changes considerably and the
neutronics of the core alters. However, it is essential to remember that the simulations carried out for this
project were deprived of all control systems and the reactors stabilized themselves on their own, only by the
feedback effects. The fixed ∆T was introduced as a means to emulate operational control functions, but it was
simply an artificial and simplified solution that allowed the power to remain unchanged.
Figure 5.18: Evolution of the multiplication factor for the CMSR and for the MSRE basic simulations
Figure 5.19: Evolution of the core outlet, average fuel, and average moderator temperatures for the CMSR and
for the MSRE basic simulations
For some of the simulations, four energy group constants were created in order to capture the multiphysics
behavior of the reactor more precisely (cf. section 5.2.2). As an example, a convergence study for the basic
startup simulations of the CMSR was carried out using two and four groups. The plots above present the
discrepancies between both models. The convergence trends approach each other, yet they are not identical,
especially in the case of temperatures. For the 2G case, all the temperatures are slightly lower and it seems
that the response of the feedback effects is slower as well. Steady state criticality was achieved for the 2G after
1,167,244 s, while for the 4G it was 1,095,946 s. The temperature discrepancy between the two is of an order
of less than 5 K at the end of the simulation, which questions the accuracy of the model. The 4G simulation
yielded higher total macroscopic cross section for fission, which explains why the temperatures are higher and
the feedback coefficients more negative. It is specifically advised to use at least 13 energy groups to reach
the exact results [27]. The logic indicates that the more energy bins there are in the spectrum to generate
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group constants, the more accurate the model will be (due to the resonances in the cross section spectrum).
Nonetheless, computational time would be increased significantly if there was more energy groups to take into
account. For this reason, four energy groups at most were chosen for this project, and these calculations are
considered to be more accurate.
5.4 Transient simulations of the CMSR
A safety analysis of MSRs is necessary to ensure safe and reliable operation. Proving that a reactor can
withstand abnormal conditions for a minimum amount of time is a part of such an assessment. In addition to
the work described in the previous chapters, transients such as Unprotected Loss Of Heat Sink (ULOHS, leading
to fuel heat up) and Unprotected Loss Of Flow (ULOF, as in a pump trip) are readily modeled in Moltres. The
temporal evolution in the CMSR core was studied for these two cases in a simplified manner and is presented
in the following section. It is worth noting that even though qualitative features of the simulation results are
likely realistic, the exact values are inaccurate.
5.4.1 ULOF
An unprotected loss of flow means that a reduced salt flow than specified in the design is pumped into the
system due to a malfunction or a trip of a primary pump, and no control rod or scram action is taken. Many
different combinations of flow values and power levels can be studied but the most conservative and enveloping
one was chosen in this exercise in order to find the worst case scenario. Given the requirements, a complete
stop of all the primary pumps was modeled by changing the value of fuel salt mass flow to zero at the beginning
of the transient at full power.
The primary heat exchanger continued to operate and attempted to extract 250 MW of heat and maintain
a difference between the average inlet and outlet temperatures of 100 K. Such condition can only happen if the
secondary pumps automatically increase the secondary coolant flow to be able to extract heat from the primary
side salt whose temperature increases steadily. Since it was the fastest solution to implement in the code, it was
assumed that the heat exchange capability of the secondary circuit would not change. Moreover, it must be
noted that only the core was modeled and the fuel salt velocity was imposed, therefore there was no possibility
of establishing if natural circulation could occur in the primary circuit. The fuel salt was assumed immediately
stagnant at t = 0, which is unrealistic, since the pump would normally coast down.
Simulation results
Figure 5.20a shows the evolution of nuclear power and average temperatures of the fuel and NaOH during
first 100 s of the transient. Due to the loss of flow, the temperature in the fuel rises because forced circulation
and heat removal is stopped, which results in a strong negative feedback effect that rapidly lowers the nuclear
power. It reaches a near-to-zero value after 20 minutes. The temperature distribution in the reactor approaches
an asymptotic limit after four days.
The end-of-transient outlet temperature rose to 980.5 K, fuel average temperature to 1040 K, and moder-
ator average to 906.5 K. The differences between the beginning and the end of the simulation amounted to,
respectively, 9 K, 119 K, and 16.5 K. These are extremely large numbers which would be even higher in a case
where the secondary mass flow could not be adjusted so easily as in the exercise.
Hastelloy-N, which the fuel tubes and the reactor vessel are made of, is advised by the manufacturer and the
Pressure Vessel Code [9] to be used in temperatures up to 977 K for the best performance and never higher than
1144 K. Its melting temperature is approximately 1580 K, so no decomposition of the material occurs, however
material stresses must be calculated and corrosion behavior analyzed in order to predict if any cracks would
appear in the material. The heat-up rate for the fuel reached a value of 4 K/s which is very high compared
to conventional reactors (for instance a primary NPP heat-up rate allowed for PWRs is 0.5 K/min in order to
minimize material stresses [38]).
Throughout the transient, the fuel and moderator increased in temperature and heat was spread from the
top central part of the core downwards in both the axial and radial directions. Approximately 40 s is enough
for the fuel to heat up by 100 K (which may be too little in the case of such a stressful incident for an NPP
staff operating the reactor). Consequently, to mitigate the consequences of an ULOF, automated or passive
emergency heat exchange systems need to be designed and implemented.
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(a) ULOF (b) ULOHS
Figure 5.20: Power and average temperature evolution in the first 100 s of the transients
5.4.2 ULOHS
An unprotected, complete loss of heat sink would happen in the CMSR if there was no control rod action fol-
lowing a loss of the secondary side’s pumps or the secondary coolant inventory, which would result in a loss of ca-
pability of cooling the primary circuit. It was modeled in Moltres by fixing the FlexiblePostprocessorDirichletBC
boundary condition that sets the heat exchanger power to zero offset. The steady state simulation restart file
was used and the numerical parameters of the simulation remained unchanged.
Simulation results
After heat removal from the primary system was lost, the moderator and fuel (cf. fig. 5.20b) rapidly heated.
Within 30 seconds the average fuel temperature reached the maximum value of 977 K (equal across the whole
core length). The power dropped instantaneously due to the negative temperature feedback coming from the
increase in temperature and was nearly zero after 40 s.
The end of the transient took place approximately 2.5 h after the loss of heat sink, when Moltres stopped
yielding physical results due to a total loss of fission power. Then, the temperature in the fuel began decreasing,
resulting in a very slow process due to poor thermal conductivity of the salts - yet it is possible for an equilibrium
to be reached with the fuel and moderator temperatures being equal. Notwithstanding, no structural materials
(no fuel tubes) were modeled in Moltres, but their heat exchange properties play a pivotal role in transients
like this one, especially because it is their integrity that is the focal point of the safety analysis.
The fuel heated up at a rate of 1.75 K/s, which is lower than that of the ULOF transient, but still very
high. A temperature difference between the end and beginning of the transient for the fuel was equal to 54.5 K
and for the moderator was equal to 4.5 K. Such magnitudes are readily manageable and should pose no risk to
plant safety, provided the primary pumps continue to function.
5.5 Further work
Taking into account the advantages and drawbacks of the software used in this project, many interesting
additional phenomena and transients can be studied, at least for a qualitative description of processes that take
place in a molten salt reactor core:
1. since transients such as ULOHS and ULOF are typical initiating events that could occur in a MSR with a
possibility of escalating to an accident scenario, they should be simulated with more precision, for example
with a pump coasting down;
2. other different transients could be modeled as well (eg. Unprotected Pump Over-Speed, Unprotected
Over-Cooling);
3. control logic for protected transients could be implemented.
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6 Final remarks
To conclude, the Moltres code is a powerful multiphysics tool for the modeling and simulation of liquid
fueled molten salt reactors. It is still undergoing active development and there are significant discrepancies,
for instance between the MSRE simulation results and the ORNL design calculations. Nevertheless, a decent
quantitative agreement between the two was reached for the case of the MSRE. Since these simulations are
among the first multiphysics investigations of Seaborg Technologies’ design, other replication and comparative
studies using different software are advised in order to validate the results.
Since the timeframe of the project was limited to 23 weeks, it was unfeasible to tackle all issues and ideas that
were considered before its initiation. Throughout the process of learning the basics of the whole gamut of codes
and programs that were used, many new computer skills were gained by the author. Troubleshooting schemes
were learned, familiarization with High Performance Computing was achieved, and a few modern numerical
methods were studied. Additionally, the specific physics laws that determine the behavior of molten salt reactor
cores and their vicinity were analyzed in depth.
The internship and this master thesis project taught the author patience and engineering judgment. All
models and results were looked at with due scrutiny. Work in a diverse international environment at a startup
company prepared the author for their future career in the nuclear industry and in research. Having said that,
the author’s internship at Seaborg Technologies is considered a great success.
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Appendix
The MSRE model: Serpent input files
fuel
% --- MSR cluster ------------------------------------------
set title "MSR2G -partially -enriched -U-full -core"
% --- get the stringer unit cell
include "unitCell.serp"
% --- problem materials
include "materials.serp"
% % --- Lattice
lat 300 1 2.54 2.54 30 30 5.08
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
% --- Surfaces:
surf 3000 cyl 0.0 0.0 70.1675 % p. 78
surf 2999 cyl 0.0 0.0 70.485 % central mod -> core container : fuel
surf 2998 cyl 0.0 0.0 71.12 % core container ID -> OD : hastelloy
surf 2997 cyl 0.0 0.0 73.66 % vessel ID
surf 2996 cyl 0.0 0.0 75.08875 % vessel OD
surf 3001 pz 0
surf 3002 pz 198.12
surf 5000 pz 208.0
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surf 5001 pz -10.0
% control rod slots:
surf 2000 cyl 5.08 5.08 3
surf 2001 cyl -5.08 5.08 3
surf 2002 cyl -5.08 -5.08 3
% experiment slot
surf 2003 cyl 5.08 -5.08 3
% CR / experiment tubes
surf 1231 cyl 5.08 5.08 2.413 %1/20 inconel , approximate as hastelloy
surf 1232 cyl -5.08 5.08 2.413
surf 1233 cyl -5.08 -5.08 2.413
surf 1234 cyl 5.08 -5.08 2.413
surf 1235 cyl 5.08 5.08 2.54 %1/20 inconel , approximate as hastelloy
surf 1236 cyl -5.08 5.08 2.54
surf 1237 cyl -5.08 -5.08 2.54
surf 1238 cyl 5.08 -5.08 2.54
% top of control rods
surf 9000 pz 150.876
% CR surfaces
surf cr11 cyl 0 0 1.0033
surf cr12 cyl 0 0 1.0668
surf cr13 cyl 0 0 1.3716
surf cr14 cyl 0 0 1.4478
% --- Cells:
cell 300 0 fill 300 -3000 3001 -3002 2000 2001 2002 2003 % central mod
cell 401 0 fill 2 -2996 3002 -5000 2000 2001 2002 2003 % upper plenum
cell 402 0 fill 2 -2996 -3001 5001 % lower plenum
% CR cells
cell cr21 CR1 fill 6 -cr11 -9000 3001
cell cr31 CR2 fill 6 -cr11 -9000 3001
cell cr41 CR3 fill 6 -cr11 -9000 3001
cell cr22 CR1 fill 4 cr11 -cr12 -9000 3001
cell cr32 CR2 fill 4 cr11 -cr12 -9000 3001
cell cr42 CR3 fill 4 cr11 -cr12 -9000 3001
cell cr23 CR1 fill 5 cr12 -cr13 -9000 3001
cell cr33 CR2 fill 5 cr12 -cr13 -9000 3001
cell cr43 CR3 fill 5 cr12 -cr13 -9000 3001
cell cr24 CR1 fill 4 cr13 -cr14 -9000 3001
cell cr34 CR2 fill 4 cr13 -cr14 -9000 3001
cell cr44 CR3 fill 4 cr13 -cr14 -9000 3001
cell cr25 CR1 fill 6 cr14 -9000 3001
cell cr35 CR2 fill 6 cr14 -9000 3001
cell cr45 CR3 fill 6 cr14 -9000 3001
cell cr26 CR1 fill 6 9000
cell cr36 CR2 fill 6 9000
cell cr46 CR3 fill 6 9000
cell cr27 CR1 fill 6 -3001
cell cr37 CR2 fill 6 -3001
cell cr47 CR3 fill 6 -3001
% CONTROL ROD POSITIONS
% ordered like quadrants are
% 0 corresponds to bottom of moderator , but the poison is only
% 59.4" long (p. 107, msre ops i). ie 150.876 cm
% so, the dropped rod for max worth is z-translated up 23.622 cm
% for a pulled rod , just move it out of the core. z=208.0 works well
trans CR1 5.08 5.08 208.0
trans CR2 -5.08 5.08 208.0
trans CR3 -5.08 -5.08 208.0
% approximate the experiment tube as a tube full of graphite
cell 710 0 fill 3 -1234 -5000 5001
cell 711 0 tank 1234 -1238 -5000 5001
cell 712 0 fill 2 1238 -2003 -5000 5001
% CR 1 guide tube
cell 1999 0 fill CR1 -1231 -5000 5001
cell 1998 0 fill 4 1231 -1235 -5000 5001
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cell 1997 0 fill 2 1235 -2000 -5000 5001
% CR 2 guide tube
cell 1996 0 fill CR2 -1232 -5000 5001
cell 1995 0 fill 4 1232 -1236 -5000 5001
cell 1994 0 fill 2 1236 -2001 -5000 5001
% CR 3 guide tube
cell 1993 0 fill CR3 -1233 -5000 5001
cell 1992 0 fill 4 1233 -1237 -5000 5001
cell 1991 0 fill 2 1237 -2002 -5000 5001
% rest of the vessel + outside
cell 299 0 fill 2 3000 -2999 3001 -3002 % fuel around mod , between downcomer
cell 298 0 fill 4 2999 -2998 3001 -3002 % downcomer wall
cell 297 0 fill 2 2998 -2997 3001 -3002 % downcomer
cell 296 0 fill 4 2997 -2996 3001 -3002 % reactor vessel
cell 403 0 outside -5001
cell 301 0 outside 2996 5001 -5000
cell 600 0 outside 5000
% --- Cross section data library file path:
set acelib "sss_endfb7u.xsdata"
set nfylib "sss_endfb7.nfy"
set declib "sss_endfb7.dec"
% --- group constant generation:
set gcu 2 3
% --- group structure
% option 1
set nfg 4 7.3000e-7 2.9023e-5 9.1188e-3
% option 2
% set nfg 4 1.8554e-6 2.9023e-5 9.1188e-3
% --- Neutron population and criticality cycles:
set pop 50000 600 100
% --- Geometry and mesh plots:
plot 1 1500 1500
plot 2 1500 1500
plot 3 1500 1500
mesh 1 1500 1500
mesh 2 1500 1500
mesh 3 1500 1500
% neutron spectrum measurement
ene eGrid 4 scale238
det spectralFuel dr 0 fuel de eGrid
det spectralMod dr 0 moder de eGrid
% graphite is just at one temperature for this
therm grmod 922 grj2 .18t grj2 .20t
trans u TR1 5.08 5.08 208.0
trans u TR2 5.08 5.08 161.9055
trans u TR3 5.08 5.08 115.811
trans u TR4 5.08 5.08 69.7165
trans u TR5 5.08 5.08 23.622
% ---- BRANCHES ------------
branch fuel0 stp fuel -2.2818562220275704 633.0
branch fuel1 stp fuel -2.2496135461743254 700.0
branch fuel2 stp fuel -2.2023356233843003 800.0
branch fuel3 stp fuel -2.1560512943549197 900.0
branch fuel4 stp fuel -2.1107396777000536 1000.0
branch fuel5 stp fuel -2.066380330877196 1100.0
branch fuel6 stp fuel -2.022953240964719 1200.0
branch fuel7 stp fuel -1.9804388156329515 1300.0
branch fuel8 stp fuel -1.9388178743050104 1400.0
branch fuel9 stp fuel -1.8980716395033954 1500.0
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branch fuel10 stp fuel -1.8581817283784454 1600.0
branch fuel11 stp fuel -1.819130144414831 1700.0
branch fuel12 stp fuel -1.7808992693123449 1800.0
branch fuel13 stp fuel -1.7434718550373258 1900.0
branch fuel14 stp fuel -1.7068310160411293 2000.0
branch rod0 tra CR1 TR1
branch rod1 tra CR1 TR2
branch rod2 tra CR1 TR3
branch rod3 tra CR1 TR4
branch rod4 tra CR1 TR5
coef 1
0
15 fuel0 fuel1 fuel2 fuel3 fuel4 fuel5 fuel6 fuel7 fuel8 fuel9 fuel10 fuel11 fuel12 fuel13
fuel14
5 rod0 rod1 rod2 rod3 rod4
unitCell.serp
surf 11 inf
surf 12 inf
surf 13 inf
surf 14 inf
surf 15 inf
cell 111 2 fuel -11
cell 112 3 moder -12
cell 113 4 tank -13
cell 114 5 ctrlPois -14
cell 115 6 air -15
% --- Single unit cell
% 4 bounding planes of stringer
surf 1 px -2.54
surf 2 px 2.54
surf 3 py -2.54
surf 4 py 2.54
% 4 square cylinders form slot edges
surf 5 sqc 3.556 0 1.524 0.508
surf 6 sqc -3.556 0 1.524 0.508
surf 7 sqc 0 3.556 1.524 0.508
surf 8 sqc 0 -3.556 1.524 0.508
cell 11 1 fill 3 1 -2 3 -4 5 6 7 8
cell 12 1 fill 2 -1 6 -4 3% behind in x
cell 13 1 fill 2 2 5 -4 3% in front in x
cell 14 1 fill 2 -3 8 % behind in y
cell 15 1 fill 2 4 7 % front of y
cell 16 1 fill 2 -5 % salt in +x channel
cell 17 1 fill 2 -6
cell 18 1 fill 2 -7
cell 19 1 fill 2 -8
cell 20 1 outside -1 -2 3
cell 21 1 outside 2 -2 3
cell 22 1 outside 4
cell 23 1 outside -3
materials.serp
% --- Fuel (Partially enriched uranium):
% 1200 F, pg. 17 MSRE Design and Operations , part iii , nuclear analysis
mat fuel -2.146 tmp 922 rgb 0 100 100
3007.09c -10.90
3006.09c -0.0005
9019.09c -66.80
4009.09c -6.27
40000.09c -10.92
92235.09c -1.67
92238.09c -3.44
% --- Moderator graphite:
44
% p. 87 msr operations (robertson) part i
% 1200 F, pg. 17 MSRE Design and Operations , part iii , nuclear analysis
mat moder -1.86 rgb 128 128 128 moder grmod 6000
5010.09c -1.592e-5
5011.09c -6.408e-5
23000.09c -0.0009
16000.09c -0.0005
6000.09c -99.99852
therm grmod 922 grj2 .18t grj2 .20t
% ignoring the oxygen b/c low content and XS
% hastelloy tank
mat tank -8.86 rgb 120 120 230
14030.09c -0.00030872
74186.09c -0.0014215
25055.09c -0.008
74184.09c -0.001532
74183.09c -0.0007155
74182.09c -0.001325
28058.09c -0.4721201092
42092.09c -0.023744
26058.09c -0.000141
42094.09c -0.0148
42095.09c -0.025472
42096.09c -0.026688
42097.09c -0.01528
42098.09c -0.038608
26056.09c -0.045877
26057.09c -0.0010595
26054.09c -0.0029225
42100.09c -0.015408
14028.09c -0.00922297
14029.09c -0.00046832
24050.09c -0.0030415
24052.09c -0.0586523
24053.09c -0.0066507
24054.09c -0.0016555
29065.09c -0.00107905
29063.09c -0.00242095
28064.09c -0.0064191286
28061.09c -0.0079053205
28060.09c -0.1818598208
28062.09c -0.025205621
% control rod absorber material
% operations report i; p. 102
% 70 wtpct gad III oxide , 30 wtpct al III oxide
mat ctrlPois -5.873 rgb 5 40 96
64000.09c 0.003862068965517241
13027.09c 0.005884660651235779
8016.09c 0.014620094425129529
mat air -0.001225 rgb 230 230 255
8016.09c 0.21
7014.09c 0.79
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The MSRE model: Moltres input file
flow_velocity =21.7 # cm/s
nt_scale =1e13
ini_temp =922
diri_temp =922
gamma_frac =.075
R=73
H=162.56
[GlobalParams]
num_groups = 2
num_precursor_groups = 6
use_exp_form = false
group_fluxes = ’group1 group2 ’
temperature = temp
sss2_input = true
pre_concs = ’pre1 pre2 pre3 pre4 pre5 pre6’
account_delayed = true
nt_scale = ${nt_scale}
[]
[Mesh]
file = ’2d_lattice_structured.msh’
[]
[Problem]
coord_type = RZ
[]
[Variables]
[./ temp]
initial_condition = ${ini_temp}
scaling = 1e-4
[../]
[]
[AuxVariables]
[./ power_density]
order = CONSTANT
family = MONOMIAL
[../]
[]
[Precursors]
[./ pres]
var_name_base = pre
block = ’fuel’
outlet_boundaries = ’fuel_tops ’
u_def = 0
v_def = ${flow_velocity}
w_def = 0
nt_exp_form = false
family = MONOMIAL
order = CONSTANT
[../]
[]
[Nt]
var_name_base = group
vacuum_boundaries = ’fuel_bottoms fuel_tops moder_bottoms moder_tops outer_wall ’
create_temperature_var = false
scaling = 1e-4
pre_blocks = ’fuel’
[]
[Kernels]
# Temperature
[./ temp_time_derivative]
type = MatINSTemperatureTimeDerivative
variable = temp
[../]
[./ temp_source_fuel]
type = TransientFissionHeatSource
variable = temp
block = ’fuel’
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[../]
[./ temp_source_mod]
type = GammaHeatSource
variable = temp
block = ’moder’
average_fission_heat = ’average_fission_heat ’
gamma = gamma_func
[../]
[./ temp_diffusion]
type = MatDiffusion
D_name = ’k’
variable = temp
[../]
[./ temp_advection_fuel]
type = ConservativeTemperatureAdvection
velocity = ’0 ${flow_velocity} 0’
variable = temp
block = ’fuel’
[../]
[]
[BCs]
[./ temp_diri_cg]
boundary = ’fuel_bottoms outer_wall ’
type = FlexiblePostprocessorDirichletBC
postprocessor = coreEndTemp
offset = -27.8
variable = temp
[../]
# [./ temp_diri_cg]
# boundary = ’moder_bottoms fuel_bottoms outer_wall ’
# type = FunctionDirichletBC
# function = ’temp_bc_func ’
# variable = temp
# [../]
[./ temp_advection_outlet]
boundary = ’fuel_tops ’
type = TemperatureOutflowBC
variable = temp
velocity = ’0 ${flow_velocity} 0’
[../]
[]
[AuxKernels]
[./ fuel]
block = ’fuel’
type = FissionHeatSourceTransientAux
variable = power_density
[../]
[./ moderator]
block = ’moder’
type = ModeratorHeatSourceTransientAux
average_fission_heat = ’average_fission_heat ’
variable = power_density
gamma = gamma_func
[../]
[]
[Functions]
[./ temp_bc_func]
type = ParsedFunction
value = ’${ini_temp} - (${ini_temp} - ${diri_temp }) * tanh(t/1e-2)’
[../]
[./ gamma_func]
type = ParsedFunction
value = ’${gamma_frac} * pi^2 / 4 * cos(pi * x / (2. * ${R})) * sin(pi * y / ${H})’
[../]
[]
[Materials]
[./ fuel]
type = GenericMoltresMaterial
property_tables_root = ’../../ tutorial/msre2g/MSREProperties/msre_gentry_2g_fuel_rod0_ ’
interp_type = ’spline ’
block = ’fuel’
prop_names = ’k cp’
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prop_values = ’.0553 1967’ # Robertson MSRE technical report @ 922 K
peak_power_density = peak_power_density
controller_gain = 0
[../]
[./ rho_fuel]
type = DerivativeParsedMaterial
f_name = rho
function = ’2.146e-3 * exp(-1.8 * 1.18e-4 * (temp - 922))’
args = ’temp’
derivative_order = 1
block = ’fuel’
[../]
[./ moder]
type = GenericMoltresMaterial
property_tables_root = ’../../ tutorial/msre2g/MSREProperties/msre_gentry_2g_moder_rod0_ ’
interp_type = ’spline ’
prop_names = ’k cp’
prop_values = ’.312 1760’ # Cammi 2011 at 908 K
block = ’moder’
peak_power_density = peak_power_density
controller_gain = 0
[../]
[./ rho_moder]
type = DerivativeParsedMaterial
f_name = rho
function = ’1.86e-3 * exp(-1.8 * 1.0e-5 * (temp - 922))’
args = ’temp’
derivative_order = 1
block = ’moder’
[../]
[]
[Executioner]
type = Transient
end_time = 10000
nl_rel_tol = 1e-6
nl_abs_tol = 6e-6
solve_type = ’PJFNK’
line_search = none
petsc_options = ’-snes_converged_reason -ksp_converged_reason -snes_linesearch_monitor ’
petsc_options_iname = ’-pc_type ’
petsc_options_value = ’lu’
nl_max_its = 30
l_max_its = 100
dtmin = 1e-5
[./ TimeStepper]
type = PostprocessorDT
postprocessor = limit_k
dt = 1e-3
[../]
[]
[Preconditioning]
[./ SMP]
type = SMP
full = true
[../]
[]
[Postprocessors]
[./ group1_current]
type = IntegralNewVariablePostprocessor
variable = group1
outputs = ’console csv’
[../]
[./ group1_old]
type = IntegralOldVariablePostprocessor
variable = group1
outputs = ’console csv’
[../]
[./ multiplication]
type = DivisionPostprocessor
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value1 = group1_current
value2 = group1_old
outputs = ’console csv’
[../]
[./ temp_fuel]
type = ElementAverageValue
variable = temp
block = ’fuel’
outputs = ’csv console ’
[../]
[./ temp_moder]
type = ElementAverageValue
variable = temp
block = ’moder’
outputs = ’csv console ’
[../]
[./ average_fission_heat]
type = AverageFissionHeat
execute_on = ’linear nonlinear ’
outputs = ’csv console ’
block = ’fuel’
[../]
[./ coreEndTemp]
type = SideAverageValue
variable = temp
boundary = ’fuel_tops ’
outputs = ’csv console ’
execute_on = ’linear nonlinear ’
[../]
[./ limit_k]
type = LimitK
execute_on = ’timestep_end ’
k_postprocessor = multiplication
growth_factor = 1.2
cutback_factor = .4
k_threshold = 1.5
[../]
[]
[Outputs]
perf_graph = true
print_linear_residuals = true
csv = true
exodus = true
[]
[Debug]
show_var_residual_norms = true
[]
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